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Background Background 

Ion transport is crucial in the study of Ion transport is crucial in the study of 
many physical and biological problems, many physical and biological problems, 
such as such as 
Semiconductors, Semiconductors, 
ElectroElectro--kinetic fluids, kinetic fluids, 
Transport of electrochemical systems andTransport of electrochemical systems and
Ion channels Ion channels in cell membranesin cell membranes



Ion transport (IT)

Movement of salts and other electrolytes 
in the form of ions from place to place 
within living systems 
Ions may travel by themselves or as a 
group of two or more ions in the same or 
opposite directions
The movement of ions across cell 
membranes through ion channels



Cell Membranes surround all Cell Membranes surround all 
biological cells.biological cells.



Ion Channels of MembraneIon Channels of Membrane
Ion channels are pores in cell membranes and the 
gatekeepers for cells to control the movement of 
anions (陰離子) and cations (陽離子) across cell 
membranes.



Information of ion channelsInformation of ion channels

Continuous model is reasonable 
for the open channel



Several kinds of ion channels



Ion sizes and selectivityIon sizes and selectivity

Despite the small Despite the small 
differences in their differences in their 
radii, ions rarely go radii, ions rarely go 
through the through the ““wrong" wrong" 
channel. channel. 
For example, sodium For example, sodium 
or calcium ions rarely or calcium ions rarely 
pass through a pass through a 
potassium channel.potassium channel.



How to model the flow in ion How to model the flow in ion 
channels ?  channels ?  

Use EVA to find a PDE system which may Use EVA to find a PDE system which may 
describe the flow.describe the flow.
Total energy consists ofTotal energy consists of
Hydrodynamics : incompressible NavierHydrodynamics : incompressible Navier--
Stokes equationsStokes equations
IonIon--exchange: PNP exchange: PNP （（PoissonPoisson--NernstNernst--
PlanckPlanck））systemssystems
Finite size effects give compressibilityFinite size effects give compressibility



Model for ion channels

A complicated PDE model (cf. Chun Liu et 
al, 2010) including the PNP system which 
is effective to simulate the ion selectivity of 
ion channels 



Two basic principles of IT

Electro-neutrality (EN)
The total amounts of the positive charge The total amounts of the positive charge 
and the negative charge are the sameand the negative charge are the same
Nonelectro-neutrality (NN)
The total positive and negative charge The total positive and negative charge 
densities are not equal to each otherdensities are not equal to each other



Motivation 

For almost all biological systems, EN is 
presumed.
NN is very rare but exists NN is very rare but exists (cf. Hsu et al ’97, 
Lee et al ’97, Bazant et al ’05 and Riccardi 
et al ‘09)
It is natural to believe that EN is quite 
stable even under the NN perturbation. 
Why?



Model of IT

Electro-diffusion (Fick’s law)
Electrophoresis (Kohlrausch’s laws)
Electrostatic force (Poisson’s law)
Nernst-Planck equations describe electro-
diffusion and electrophoresis
Poisson’s equation is used for the 
electrostatic force between ions



PoissonPoisson--NernstNernst--Planck (PNP) Planck (PNP) 
system for two ionssystem for two ions



Energy (dissipation) lawEnergy (dissipation) law
As for Fokker-Planck equation, the 

energy law of PNP is given by



Known results for PNP

No small parameter

Existence, uniqueness and long time (i.e. 
time goes to infinity) asymptotic behaviors 
(Arnold et al,’99 and Biler et al, ’00) 
However, in general, bio-systems can not 
have such a long life
Nothing to do with NN and EN



The small parameter

d is the length of the domain 
S is the appropriate concentration scale



Problems and results

The equilibrium (steady state) of the PNP 
system using a new Poisson-Boltzmann 
type of equations (with Chiun-Chang Lee 
2010)
Linear stability of the equilibrium with 
respect to the PNP system
We show that near the equilibrium, NN 
may evolve into EN in an extremely short 
time 



Model steady state PNPModel steady state PNP

Conventional way: Conventional way: 
PoissonPoisson--Boltzmann Boltzmann 
Eqn (PB)Eqn (PB)
New way: a new New way: a new 
PoissonPoisson--Boltzmann Boltzmann 
type (PB_n) type (PB_n) 
equationequation

PB: solve J_n=J_p=0 PB: solve J_n=J_p=0 
directlydirectly
PB_n: conservation PB_n: conservation 
law of total chargeslaw of total charges



Conservation law of total Conservation law of total 
charges charges 

nono--flux boundary flux boundary 
conditionsconditions



Steady state PNPSteady state PNP

(1.8) gives (1.8) gives 



PB_nPB_n

Differential and integral equations with Differential and integral equations with 
nonlocal termsnonlocal terms
Nice variational structureNice variational structure

Asymptotic behaviors for EN and NN Asymptotic behaviors for EN and NN 

























Asymptotic behavior of boundary layer





Linear stability of PNP

Small perturbations

To observe EN and NN, we set 



Linearized problem and result

Then the linearized problem becomes

We prove that 



Main difficulty

Due to the existence of boundary layer,  
spectrum analysis becomes very difficult 
to get the positive lower bound. 
We use the energy method to get the 
weak convergence
From the experimental data
We may believe that the weak 
convergence is reasonable 



Main ideas for the proof

Method I: Projection (Galerkin) method 
with a specific orthonormal basis
Estimate the infinite dimensional system of 
ordinary differential equations 
Method II: Find the energy law of the 
linearized problem (the idea may come 
from Method I)
Derive the associated estimates from the 
energy law



Summary 

Asymptotic behaviors of 1D PB_n
Steady state solutions with EN have linear 
stability
NN perturbation may tend to EN in an 
extremely short time


